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            e believe that helping others grow is the secret to success, and  
          will do whatever we can to help.W

            e know how time consuming the day-to-day operations of running 
          a business are, let alone finding the time to market your business 
and plan for the future. We understand that most of your day is filled 
with working in your business, rather than on your business, and so 
we’ve spent a considerable amount of time fine tuning a product range 
that actually delivers results.

W

          o matter if you’re a sole trader or work in team, if you have global 
        clients, or service your local community, if you’re ordering daily 
or just every now and then, we don’t change. It’s our commitment to 
high quality products, competitive pricing, efficient service, fast turn 
arounds and our ever expanding range that allows you to focus on the 
‘why’, more than the ‘how’. We’re here to celebrate your big wins and 
support you through your challenges, because that’s our ‘why’. Let us 
help you deliver yours.

N

HOW CAN WE HELP YOU GROW?

W
WHY WE SELL WHAT WE SELL

A

PRINT, STATIONERY
AND LABELS
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HOW CAN WE HELP YOU GROW?

            e believe in quality and reliability. From the material we use, to the relationships we 
            keep. We’ve expanded our stationery range from just business cards, flyers, brochures 
and letterheads to include a wide range of popular products, so you know we’ve got your back 
no matter the request. Our extended print & stationery range includes calendars, folders, 
holders, hangers, notepads, envelopes, greeting cards, NCRs, PVC, stickers, booklets and 
tags. But if you’re after something you can’t see in this catalogue or it’s a custom job that 
needs something extra fancy, let us know! We custom quote out of the box requests because 
we know life doesn’t always fit in between the lines. 

W
WHY WE SELL WHAT WE SELL

        s standard most of our products are turned around in just a few days. But did you know that 
           almost our entire stationery range has the option to pay a little extra to speed the job 
up or to save a little if your order isn’t urgent? (You can even speed up some of our products 
so that they leave the factory on the same day they’re submitted! How’s that for fast!) If quick 
turnarounds weren’t enough, did you know that for every order of 1000 business cards or more, 
we’ll donate a tree to be planted in rural Australia?
Does this cost you any extra? Nope. 
Do you have to do anything different to help make an impact? No way!
By simply ordering your business cards with us you’re helping rebuild our beautiful country, one 
tree at a time.

A
PRODUCTION TURNAROUND

PRINT, STATIONERY
AND LABELS
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BOOKLETS - DIGITAL

PRINT, STATIONERY
AND LABELS

             e LOVE having options. The only problem with options, is that it usually doesn’t make 
             it any easier to choose. 

To help you narrow down your search we’ve broken our whole Print & Stationery range down 
into Basic, Standard, and Deluxe so you can quickly find what you’re looking for to make the 
right decision for you.

PRODUCTS TO SUIT EVERY BUDGET

BASIC STANDARD DELUXE
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Saddle Stitch

A high quality booklet portrays a sense of 
pride and passion a company has for their 
business. As a convenient go-to reference, 
booklets are the perfect solution to display 
a product range, an information guide, or a 
promotional offer.

BOOKLETS - DIGITAL

Available in A4 & A5 up to 80pp Inc cover.
*Custom sizes & pp available

Wiro Hanger

Wiro Bound

BROCHURES
Don’t underestimate the power of 
the humble brochure. An extremely 
powerful advertising tool, a quality 
brochure speaks volumes about a 
company’s professionalism. Available 
in 8 different stocks ranging from 
115 - 250gsm.

SIZES AVAILABLE
2 Panel DL (210x198mm flat)
A4 Folded (297x210mm flat)
A3 Folded (297x420mm flat)
4 Panel DL (210x394mm flat)
3 Panel A5 (444x210mm flat)
*Custom Sizes Available

BOOKMARKS
They may seem old fashioned, but with the global 
book industry worth an estimated $101 billion, you’d 
be crazy not to think about bookmarks in your next 
promotion. 

SIZES AVAILABLE
180x55mm
*Custom Sizes Available

PRINT, STATIONERY
AND LABELS
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BUSINESS CARDS
With over 30 different stocks and finishes we have Australia’s
largest range of trade business cards. Our core artboards include 310, 
360 and 420gsm and are all available uncoated, gloss 1 or 2 sides, and 
matt 1 or 2 sides. We have a wide range of specialty stocks 
including Linen, Pearl, Conqueror & Eggshell just to name a few.
We also offer specialty finishes on our 420 range (spot uv and soft 
touch).

SIZES AVAILABLE

Standard (90x55mm)
Standard  (90x54mm)
Standard (88x55mm)
Standard (88x53mm)
Standard (55x55mm)
Folded Card (90x110mm)
Folded Card (180x55mm)
Double Card (90x110mm)
Slim-line (less than 90x55mm)

310 ARTBOARD 360 ARTBOARD 420 ARTBOARD

305 UNCOATED
SYSTEMS BOARD

350 ECOSTAR
RECYCLED BOARD

350 WHITE
LINEN ARTBOARD

324 EGGSHELL
SUPERFINE ARTBOARD

400 CONQUEROR
TEXTURED WHITE 300 PEARL ARTBOARD

250 & 350 GLOSS ART 250 & 350 MATT ART 420 SPOT UV

420 SOFT TOUCH

DID YOU KNOW?

For every order of 1000 business cards 
or more we’ll plant a tree! Together we’re 
#RebuildingOurIslandHome



BUSINESS CARD HOLDERS
Sick of handing out bent or damaged business 
cards? Personalised business card holders are not 
only practical but the perfect way to make a great 
first impression. Available in 310 & 420gsm with a 
Gloss or Matt Celloglaze.

SIZE AVAILABLE
To fit standard 90x55mm cards

CALENDARS
One of the most used pieces of marketing collateral, 
calendars are not only handy but also a great way to 
keep your brand top of mind all year round.

SIZES AVAILABLE
DL, A5, A4 & A6 Magnets Affixed
DL Tent (275x170mm) Die Cut
DL & A5 Wiro Desk Calendar 
A4 Landscape Wiro Wall
A4 & A3 Portrait Wiro Wall
A4 Long Edge Saddle Stitch Wall

DL, A5 & House Magnets
Deskpad A4 & A3 x 25 or 50 Sheets
*Custom Sizes Available

Saddle Stitch Wall

DL Tent

Deskpad
Wiro Bound Wall

Wiro Bound Desk

Magnets Affixed
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CERTIFICATES
Recognition is one of the easiest ways to show 
someone that they are valued, and a certificate is 
the perfect memento. Our variable data capabilities 
mean we can print each name individually on even 
the thickest of stocks, taking your certificates to the 
next level. Avoid the last minute handwriting with 
a personally printed certificate, an extremely cost 
effective way of showing that you care.

DESK PADS
If you’re looking for a marketing tool that gets 
used daily, then don’t go past Desk Pads for 
guaranteed bored doodling.  Available in both 
100gsm laser and 100gsm recycled they’re the 
perfect note taking companion.

SIZES AVAILABLE
A4 (297x210mm)
A3 (297x420mm)
500x340mm

Hook them onto door knobs, handles, fixtures, 
appliances and rear view mirrors, and they’re hard to 
miss. Better yet, using personalised door hangers as 
part of a creative direct mail campaign is a great way to 
get your brand in your customers’ homes and offices.

DOOR HANGERS

SIZE AVAILABLE
180x55mm

Enquire
Today



Secretive Plain-Face Peel & Seal

Secretive Window Face Peel & Seal 

ENVELOPES
No letter is complete without a personalised 
and branded envelope. Today many business 
owners value the importance of envelope 
printing especially when it comes to standing 
out, building customer relationships, and even 
maximising a campaign’s success.

SIZES AVAILABLE
DL (110x220mm)
DLX (120x235mm)
C5 (162x229mm) 
C4 (324x229mm)

GOLF SCORE CARDS
If a win wasn t recorded on the scorecard, was it 
even a win?

One of the most important items on any golf 
course is a well-designed golfing scorecard. 
Keep track of your game while sharing important 
information such as ground maps, club rules 
and where to meet for the all-important post 
game beverage. Scorecards can include all the 
info needed for a day on the green. They re also 
a great opportunity to showcase your brand, so 
don t be afraid to stand out from the crowd!

SIZES AVAILABLE
4 Panel (148x210mm)    6 Panel (148x315mm)

FLYERS
Whether you’re after something 
light to hand out or something 
sturdier to stand out, our flyer 
range includes 40 different 
stocks and finishes including 
a wide range of upmarket 
specialty stocks.

SIZES AVAILABLE
A7 (105x75mm)
A6 (148x105mm)
DL (210x99mm) 
A5 (210x148mm)
A4 (297x210mm)
A3 (297x420mm)
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INVITATIONS
E-invites may come and go but paper invitations will 
never go out of fashion. Whether it’s just a handful to 
let your neighbours know you’re firing up the barby, or 
a delicate and fancy wedding invitation, our large range 
of stocks and extended range of ‘oh so fancy’ finishes 
means the world’s your oyster. With no minimum 
quantity and variable data an optional extra, we’ve got 
your back no matter what.

GREETING CARDS
Looking to get a personalised message across? 
No matter the occasion, greeting cards are the 
perfect way to send a thoughtful message and 
leave a lasting impression.

SIZES AVAILABLE Folds to 1/2 DL (210x99mm)
Folds to A6 (210x148mm)
Folds to A6 (296x105mm)

Folds to DL (210x190mm)
Folds to DL (420x95mm)
*Custom Sizes Available
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LETTERHEADS
As a stationery must, our 
letterhead range includes 
80 & 100 laser as well as 
100gsm EcoStar Recycled 
& 120gsm White Knight
for a premium look 
& feel.

SIZES AVAILABLE
A4 (297x210mm)
A5 (210x148mm)
*Custom Sizes Available

LANYARDS
Keep your customers marketing message and branding consistent 
with a customised lanyard for their next event. Printed on our 
420gsm stock for durability, they’re available with either a gloss or 
matt finish to suit your clients needs.

SIZES AVAILABLE
125 x 90mm with an 11mm wide
elongated hole in the top centre

*Custom sizes available

MAGNETS
Produced using commercial grade 0.4mm 
magnet with a finished thickness of 
0.6mm, our magnet range has been 
produced to ensure they’ll last. 
Available on gloss, matt or buffalo board.

SIZES AVAILABLE
A6 (148x105mm)
A5 (210x148mm)
(90x55mm)
(210x95mm)
(40x40mm)

(50x50mm)
(50x70mm)
(70x75mm)
(90x90mm)
Custom sizes available

SIZES AVAILABLE
House (90x55mm)
House (210x95mm)

SIZES AVAILABLE
Circle 70mm
Circle 90mm
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MAILER BOXES
Wrap your products with the love and care they deserve and look stylish while doing it! Send anything 
from samples and gift packs to bottles of wine with fully customisable packaging, inside and out.

Select from over 48 standard size 
templates or contact us for a quote 
on custom sizes to suit your 
packaging needs.

AVAILABLE SIZES

3 Day 
Turnaround

Made from
E-flute in Kraft or White 

Claycote

100% 
Recyclable

Printed flat on our 
Swiss Q for easy 

shipping

Spot UV & 
White Ink 
Available

Self assembling with no 
adhesives required
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MULTI PURPOSE CARD HOLDERS
I’m that little extra touch that makes your brand look and feel special. 
I’m a room key, loyalty card, or gift voucher holder, and my options 
are endless. Available in 310 & 420gsm. Card insert to be ordered 
separately.

SIZES AVAILABLE
Large (150x105mm)
Medium (145x95mm)

MENUS
Whether you need your weight in economical 
takeaway menus, or something fancy to match 
the brand or occasion, our menu options are 
endless. With a large range of stocks to choose 
from, flat or folded options available, and a wide 
range of extras to make them unique, let us help 
bring your vision to life.
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NOTEPADS
Whether you’re looking for a light notepad or something with a bit 
more body, we’ve got you covered. All notepads come standard with 
cardboard backing so they’re super easy to use.

SIZES AVAILABLE
Tiny (75x75mm)
A7 (107x75mm)
A6 (148x105mm)
DL (210x99mm)

A5 (210x148mm)
A4 (297x210mm)
*Custom Sizes Available

*All sizes available in 25, 50 or 100 Sets as Standards

NCR BOOKS
We offer a wide range of NCR’s which are most commonly used 
as invoice or receipt books. Available in a white soft cover or 
hard croc cover, and with a minimum of just 5!

SIZES AVAILABLE
A4 Duplicate X 50 Sets
      Duplicate X 100 Sets
      Triplicate X 50 Sets
A5 Duplicate X 50 Sets
      Duplicate X 100 Sets
      Triplicate X 50 Sets
A6 Duplicate X 50 Sets
      Duplicate X 100 Sets
      Triplicate X 50 Sets
DL Duplicate X 50 Sets
      Duplicate X 100 Sets
      Triplicate X 50 Sets
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POSTCARDS
A wandering advertisement, a 
lingering reminder, or a miniature 
billboard, postcards are the 
perfect tool to find and keep 
customers. Available in 29 
different stocks and finishes!

SIZES AVAILABLE
A6 (148x105mm)
DL (210x99mm)
Sumo (220x120mm)
A5 (210x148mm)
*Custom Sizes Available

PRESENTATION FOLDERS
Whether you’re making a sales pitch or 
tendering for a proposal, a presentation folder 
is an easy way to stand out from the crowd. 
Available on our sturdy 310gsm Artboard they 
are available with a Matt or Gloss Celloglaze, 
and can also have Spot UV applied for a 
premium look and feel.

SIZES AVAILABLE
A4 Standard (490x340mm)
A4 NEW Standard (500x340mm)
A4 5mm Gusset (500x340mm) 
A4 7mm Gusset (500x340mm)
A4 3 Panel (500x340mm)
A5 Standard (370x255mm)
A5 5mm Gusset Extra Pocket
      (370x255mm)
A5 3 Panel (372x250mm)
A5 Double Pocket (435x255mm)
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PVC RANGE
Our PVC range of products makes use of one of the most versatile and durable 
materials available today - plastic! Coming in at 0.76mm thick (the same 
thickness as your credit cards), it’s our most rigid and sturdy stock.

PVC 0.76 - White PVC 0.76 - Frosted PVC 0.76 - Clear + Spot

As the most economical sticker offering, paper stickers 
are ideal for those who want to stretch their marketing 
budget and get the most mileage for their advertising 
spend. We offer an extensive range of standard sizes 
and the option for custom sizing. All paper stickers can 
be die cut to a shape, kiss cut to an A4 sheet, kiss cut 
individually or cut to size (straight edges only).

SIZES AVAILABLE
25x25mm
50x50mm
75x75mm
75x25mm
90x55mm
100x100mm
125x125mm
188x94mm

288X75mm
105x75mm
148x105mm
210x99mm
210x148mm
297x210mm
*Custom sizes available

STICKERS AND LABELS (PAPER)

Gloss Adhesive PaperUncoated Adhesive Paper
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SWING TAGS
Keep your brand top of mind with gift tags, greeting 
tags, product tags or safety tags. A little message 
goes a long way.

SIZES AVAILABLE
Standard (90x55mm)
Slim-line (less than 90x55mm)
Double (180x55mm)
Folded (180x55mm)

TABLE TALKERS

Whether it’s for a restaurant, cafe or 
hotel, a table talker is an extremely 
effective promotional tool. As a 3D flyer 
not only does it draw and hold attention 
but is always read by wandering eyes.

SIZES AVAILABLE
Large (340x210mm)
Medium (340x150mm)
Small (275x170mm)
*Custom Sizes Available
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W
Environmental ImpactWITH COMPLIMENTS

Communicate in style through a high quality With 
Compliments slip. Available in 80 & 100 laser as well 
as 100gsm EcoStar Recycled & 120gsm White Knight 
for a premium look & feel.

SIZES AVAILABLE
210x99mm
210x95mm
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W               hen ordering from us, you can rest easy knowing we mainly use Forest Stewardship 
              Council (FSC) Certified papers which have been harvested and produced in a socially and 
environmentally responsible manner. (Sounds crazy but did you know that FSC paper actually uses 
less energy to produce than recycled paper? Cool huh!)

We’ve been certified in Sustainable Green Printing, which means we’re thinking about our 
environmental impact the whole way through the process. It’s a certification program run by the 
Printing Industries Association of Australia which ensures we comply with key environmental laws, 
manage our environmental risk, document our environmental actions and undertake internal audits 
to manage our Environmental Management System. We not only focus on waste, but recycling, 
storage and handling too.

Did you know that for every order of 1000 business cards or more, we’ll donate a tree to be planted 
in rural Australia? As an industry we plant, we use and we replant so that our industry as a whole 
is sustainable, but we wanted to do more than just keep things as they are. Just by ordering 1000 
cards or more with us, at no extra cost to you, we’ll donate a tree to be planted on your behalf, 
helping to rebuild our beautiful country, one tree at a time.

Environmental Impact



CONTACT US



But wait, there’s more!
We aim to be your one stop print shop, so make 
sure you check out our other catalogues (there’s 
four in total) for the full list of our print products 

and services.
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